
369 000 €369 000 €

Neuf apartmentNeuf apartment

3 rooms3 rooms

Surface : 69 m²Surface : 69 m²

Building condition :Building condition : Neuf

2 bedroom

1 parking
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Apartment Apartment ToulouseToulouse

TOULOUSE: In the heart of the South-West, between the Mediterranean Sea and
the Atlantic Ocean, the pink city offers a very rich heritage and a unique art of living.
Both modern and proud of its heritage, Toulouse is the 4th largest city in France,
and welcomes more than 3,700 new inhabitants each year. NEIGHBORHOOD :
Who wouldn&#39;t dream of living in one of the most popular areas of Toulouse?
On the heights of the city, beyond the Grand Rond, on the east bank of the Canal du
Midi, extends the district of the Côte Pavée appreciated for its atmosphere of a
green and airy suburb. It is a location known and sought after by Toulouse
residents. Close to the heart of the city and its assets, this district is fortunate to
benefit from the advantages of the hyper center while being set back enough to
keep the authenticity of a quiet residential and commercial district. RESIDENCE :
Our new residence, l&#39;Aparté, is intended to be intimate, with only 19
apartments. Its architecture, both traditional and contemporary, fits perfectly into the
existing environment. Halfway between individual and collective housing, its 3 and
4-room apartments, most of them duplex, will seduce you with their double
orientation and their large open space to the outside. SERVICES: Each apartment
has been carefully designed: open living spaces for more conviviality and
modernity, large bay windows for more brightness, neat services and thought for
your well-being: smooth white paint in all rooms (walls and ceilings), electric roller
shutters in each room, 60*60 cm tiles (to choose from our selection), grooved
design doors, fitted bathrooms.
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